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Abstract: Many studies in Europe have investigated the relationship between climatological variables
and circulation patterns expressed by various classifications of circulation types. This study provides
new insights based on an analysis of precipitation in the western (Bohemia—BOH) and eastern
(Moravia and Silesia—M&S) parts of the Czech Republic with respect to the subjective classification
of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute and objective classification based on the flow strength,
flow direction, and vorticity during the 1961–2020 period. Circulation types are investigated in regard
to their contributions to the total precipitation, mean daily precipitation totals, and precipitation
probability (daily totals ≥ 1.0 mm). Types with a westerly airflow and a trough over Central Europe
exhibit the highest proportions in precipitation totals. Types with a cyclone over Central Europe,
especially combined with a northwestern (BOH) or northeastern (M&S) airflow, result in the highest
daily mean totals and precipitation probability. Types with a southwestern airflow transport more
precipitation to BOH, while those with a northeastern airflow transport more precipitation to M&S,
with a slight seasonal shift in the gradient axis between winter and summer. Circulation types
under both classifications are examined from the perspective of their precipitation representation in
BOH and M&S and the differences between these two regions. In addition, the suitability of both
classifications for precipitation analysis is investigated.

Keywords: precipitation; daily precipitation; precipitation probability; circulation type; subjective
classification; objective classification; spatiotemporal variability; Bohemia; Moravia and Silesia

1. Introduction

The use of different classifications of circulation (synoptic) types has become a basis of
analysis in synoptic climatology [1]. At the earliest stage, these classifications were based
on the application of weather maps with subjectively evaluated pressure fields regarding
the positions of pressure systems, airflow characteristics, and weather types in the area of
interest. In Europe, the classification of Grosswetterlagen (GWL), developed by P. Hess and
H. Brezowsky for Central Europe [2–4], has been the most widely adopted classification.
This classification has been applied in many climatological studies (e.g., Refs. [5–8]). In a
number of other countries, similar classifications, better fitted to a given territory, have
been developed and employed in climatological studies, for example, in Poland (e.g.,
Refs. [9–14]) or Hungary (e.g., Refs. [15–19]).

Objective classifications involve the application of automated systems to distinguish at-
mospheric processes by type. These classifications are based on the use of several methods,
such as correlation methods, cluster analysis methods, nonlinear methods, neural network
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methods, and other methods (e.g., Refs. [7,20]). For example, Bissolli and Dittmann [21]
based their objective classification for Germany on numerical indices derived from the
advection of air masses, cyclonality, and humidity of the troposphere. James [22], consider-
ing ERA40 and NCEP reanalysis data originating from 1948, applied pattern correlation
analysis to create an objective GWL catalogue based on the original Hess–Brezowsky
classification. Piotrowski [23] developed an objective classification for Poland based on
data at the 925 hPa level according to NCEP/NCAR reanalysis with the method proposed
by Jenkinson and Collison [24]. Belušić Vozila et al. [25] created an objective classification
to study near-surface winds in the Adriatic region. Certain papers have compared subjec-
tive and objective classifications, for example, Piotrowski [26] in Poland. Broderick and
Fealy [27] employed 16 classification schemes and studied the synoptic and climatological
applicability of these schemes in Ireland.

The GWL classification of Hess and Brezowsky has also been broadly adopted in
studies in former Czechoslovakia (e.g., Refs. [28,29]) or more recently [30]. However,
because this classification is valid for the western part (in addition to Germany), a new
classification was developed by a team of authors associated with the Hydrometeorological
Institute [31]. This classification has been employed in many studies on different climato-
logical elements and characteristics (e.g., Refs. [32–39]). The other classification applicable
to former Czechoslovakia established by Konček and Rein [40], supposedly for imple-
mentation in dynamic climatology, has not achieved broader applications in publications
(e.g., Refs. [41,42]). Similarly, this has also been observed for the classification proposed by
J. Štekl, which has been applied, for example, in precipitation analysis (e.g., Refs. [43,44]).
In recent years, new objective classification of circulation types has been reported in several
papers on different climatological characteristics (e.g., Refs. [45–47]).

This study aims to analyze the relationships between precipitation in the western and
eastern parts of the Czech Republic and circulation types based on two classifications cre-
ated via subjective and objective approaches over the 1961–2020 period. Section 2 describes
the area analyzed, precipitation data, principles of both classifications of circulation types,
and methods of analysis. Section 3 addresses the frequency of individual circulation types,
their proportions in precipitation totals, mean daily totals and precipitation probability,
and the spatial distribution of precipitation under the selected circulation types. Section 4
examines different aspects of the results, particularly in regard to differences between
the western and eastern parts of the Czech Republic and between the two classifications
adopted. The last section gives a short summary of the main results.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Czech Republic is located in Central Europe and covers a total area of 78,866 km2

(Figure 1a). This territory is divided into a western part, Bohemia (BOH), covering 66% of
the entire area, and an eastern part, Moravia and Silesia (M&S), covering 34% of the entire
area. This division approximately follows attribution of the territory to the watershed of
Labe River (BOH) and the Danube and Odra Rivers (M&S). Because of the influence of
orography on the spatial distribution of precipitation (altitude and leeward and windward
effects), Figure 1a further shows altitudinal patterns, ranging from 115 to 1603 m across
the Czech territory (mean altitude: 390 m a.s.l.). While lower precipitation totals occur
at lowland locations, the mountains surrounding particular border areas of BOH and
north and northeast of M&S are characterized by higher totals (Figure 1b). In the annual
distribution, the highest totals occur in July (closely followed by June) and the lowest
in February. Mean monthly totals of December, January, March, and August are higher
in BOH than in M&S, while in May–July and in September–November, the situation is
opposite (Figure 1c; for more details, please refer to [34]).
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Figure 1. (a) Physical–geographical map of the Czech Republic with its division into Bohemia and 
Moravia and Silesia; (b) mean annual precipitation totals within the territory of the Czech Republic 
during the 1961–2020 period; (c) annual variations in mean monthly precipitation totals in Bohemia 
(BOH) and Moravia and Silesia (M&S) during the 1961–2020 period; (d) spatial distribution of used 
rain-gauge stations of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute. 

2.2. Precipitation Data 
Daily precipitation totals originating from almost 800 rain-gauge stations (Figure 1d) 

of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI), which underwent thorough quality 
control and homogenization, were interpolated by means of regression kriging 
(considering latitude, longitude, elevation, and other terrain characteristics, such as slope 
and exposition, as predictors) into 500 m × 500 m grids across the territory of the Czech 
Republic during the entire 1961–2020 period. These data were again aggregated in both 
considered parts of the Czech Republic (BOH and M&S), based on the arithmetical mean 
of the grid points included. 

2.3. Classifications of the Circulation Types 
The first subjective classification of synoptic types of the CHMI [28], based on the 

previous study by Brádka et al. [48], was retrospectively compiled to 1946 until recent 
times [49]. Originally developed by the synoptic meteorologists at the CHMI (since 1993 
together with those associated with the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute), this 
classification is generally based on the direction of airflow and the cyclonic/anticyclonic 
character of weather patterns, while a few specific circulation types are also defined by 
the characteristic shape, position, and movement of pressure highs or lows. This 
classification includes 28 synoptic (circulation) types, of which 15 are cyclonic types (Wc, 
Wcs, NWc, Nc, NEc, Ec, SEc, SWc1, SWc2, SWc3, B, Bp, and Vfz) and 13 are anticyclonic 
types (Wa, Wal, NWa, NEa, Ea, SEa, Sa, SWa, A, Ap1, Ap2, Ap3, and Ap4) (for 
abbreviations see Figure A1). Types Ap1 to Ap4 were grouped into a single Ap type in 
this paper. All types are schematically expressed in Appendix A (Figure A1). 

The second objective classification of circulation types is based on the flow strength, 
flow direction, and vorticity [24,45]. Calculation of the circulation types considers the sea 
level pressure (SLP) in NCEP/NCAR (National Centers for Environmental Prediction / 
National Center for Atmospheric Research) reanalysis [50] at 16 points centered onto the 
geographic midpoint of the Czech Republic with coordinates 49.74° N and 15.33° E (Figure 

Figure 1. (a) Physical–geographical map of the Czech Republic with its division into Bohemia and Moravia and Silesia;
(b) mean annual precipitation totals within the territory of the Czech Republic during the 1961–2020 period; (c) annual
variations in mean monthly precipitation totals in Bohemia (BOH) and Moravia and Silesia (M&S) during the 1961–2020
period; (d) spatial distribution of used rain-gauge stations of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute.

2.2. Precipitation Data

Daily precipitation totals originating from almost 800 rain-gauge stations (Figure 1d)
of the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute (CHMI), which underwent thorough quality
control and homogenization, were interpolated by means of regression kriging (considering
latitude, longitude, elevation, and other terrain characteristics, such as slope and exposi-
tion, as predictors) into 500 m × 500 m grids across the territory of the Czech Republic
during the entire 1961–2020 period. These data were again aggregated in both considered
parts of the Czech Republic (BOH and M&S), based on the arithmetical mean of the grid
points included.

2.3. Classifications of the Circulation Types

The first subjective classification of synoptic types of the CHMI [28], based on the
previous study by Brádka et al. [48], was retrospectively compiled to 1946 until recent
times [49]. Originally developed by the synoptic meteorologists at the CHMI (since 1993
together with those associated with the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute), this classifi-
cation is generally based on the direction of airflow and the cyclonic/anticyclonic character
of weather patterns, while a few specific circulation types are also defined by the character-
istic shape, position, and movement of pressure highs or lows. This classification includes
28 synoptic (circulation) types, of which 15 are cyclonic types (Wc, Wcs, NWc, Nc, NEc, Ec,
SEc, SWc1, SWc2, SWc3, B, Bp, and Vfz) and 13 are anticyclonic types (Wa, Wal, NWa, NEa,
Ea, SEa, Sa, SWa, A, Ap1, Ap2, Ap3, and Ap4) (for abbreviations see Figure A1). Types
Ap1 to Ap4 were grouped into a single Ap type in this paper. All types are schematically
expressed in Appendix A (Figure A1).

The second objective classification of circulation types is based on the flow strength,
flow direction, and vorticity [24,45]. Calculation of the circulation types considers the
sea level pressure (SLP) in NCEP/NCAR (National Centers for Environmental Predic-
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tion/National Center for Atmospheric Research) reanalysis [50] at 16 points centered onto
the geographic midpoint of the Czech Republic with coordinates 49.74◦ N and 15.33◦ E
(Figure 2). An SLP value at a given point was obtained as the inverse distance weighted
mean of the SLP values at the nine closest NCEP/NCAR grid points. This classification
defines 27 circulation types, of which nine types are anticyclonic types (A, AN, ANE, AE,
ASE, AS, ASW, AW, and ANW), nine are cyclonic types (C, CN, CNE, CE, CSE, CS, CSW,
CW, and CNW), and eight are directional types (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW) (for
abbreviations see Figure A2), while the remaining unclassified types are attributed to type
U (please refer to Ref. [46] for more details on this classification). The individual circulation
types are schematically expressed in Appendix A (Figure A2).
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Figure 2. Position of the 16 SLP points as inputs for the calculation of circulation indices (the
geographic center of the Czech Republic is indicated by a cross).

2.4. Methods

The daily precipitation totals in 500 m × 500 m grids during the 1961–2020 period
separately aggregated for BOH and M&S and the daily circulation types according to
the CHMI and objective classifications were considered to describe the connections be-
tween precipitation and circulation patterns during the year and four standard seasons
(DJF: December–February; MAM: March–May; JJA: June–August; and SON: September–
November) based on several precipitation characteristics. The precipitation proportions
of individual circulation types were calculated as precipitation percentages attributed to
a given type in the overall precipitation total (Section 3.2). Because this characteristic
combines the frequency of the individual types and the intensity of precipitation, the mean
daily precipitation totals for each circulation type were further calculated (Section 3.3).
As a third characteristic, the probability of days with a daily precipitation total ≥1.0 mm
under the individual circulation types was calculated (Section 3.4). In contrast to the daily
mean totals, this characteristic is not influenced by any randomly high totals observed, for
example, during convective storms. All three characteristics were calculated separately
for the two parts of the Czech Republic (BOH and M&S). The differences in precipitation
characteristics between these two regions were tested under each circulation type via the
two-proportion Z-test [51] at a significance level of 0.05. All precipitation characteristics
were analyzed not only for the individual circulation types but also for their groups (the cy-
clonic and anticyclonic types under the CHMI classification and the anticyclonic, cyclonic,
and directional types under the objective classification).
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The gridded (500 m × 500 m) daily precipitation totals were further employed to
investigate the spatial distribution of precipitation under the individual circulation types
across the territory of the Czech Republic. Mean daily precipitation totals under a given
circulation type were expressed in each grid as anomalies in regard to the corresponding
overall annual or seasonal daily means calculated over the 1961–2020 period. The obtained
anomalies were used to create corresponding maps of the individual circulation types, and
only those circulation types with the largest positive and negative differences between BOH
and M&S throughout the year and during the four seasons are presented in Section 3.5 (see
Figures 11 and 12).

3. Results
3.1. Frequency of the Circulation Types

To describe the circulation patterns during the 1961–2020 period, the relative annual
and seasonal occurrence frequencies of the individual circulation types under both classifi-
cations are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Under the CHMI classification, cyclonic
types occur the most frequently at the annual and seasonal scales (Figure 3). The annual
values account for 65.8% of all days, with the highest proportion in DJF (69.6%) and the
lowest proportion in SON (61.7%). The frequencies of the anticyclonic types are relatively
higher in JJA and SON and lower in DJF and MAM. In terms of the individual types
(Figure 4), the Wc type occurred the most frequently throughout the year (8.9%) and in DJF
(13.6%). The Wal type, occurring only during the summer half-year (April–September), was
the most frequent in JJA (11.0%). In MAM and SON, type B occurred the most frequently
(at 10.3% and 9.0%, respectively).

In contrast to the CHMI classification, anticyclonic types occurred the most frequently
under the objective classification due to the different classification approach (Section 2.3).
Under the objective classification, 43.4% of all days exhibited anticyclonic circulation
types, followed by directional (38.1%) and cyclonic (16.9%) circulation types. Unclassified
cases accounted for 1.6% of all days (Figure 3). Except for MAM, which exhibited the
highest frequency of directional types (40.8%), anticyclonic types dominated throughout
the year and in the three remaining seasons (the highest frequency of 48.0% occurred in
JJA). Cyclonic types with a maximum frequency in MAM (24.7%) greatly differed from
the frequencies of the anticyclonic and directional types. In regard to the individual
circulation types (Figure 4), type A was the most frequent throughout the year (10.0%) and
in MAM (7.2%), JJA (12.5%), and SON (10.6%). In DJF, the AW and W types (10.6% and
10.5%, respectively) occurred the most frequently, reflecting the more pronounced westerly
airflow during this season.
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3.2. Precipitation Proportions of the Circulation Types

The group of cyclonic types under the CHMI classification produced 94.1% of the
annual precipitation totals in BOH and 94.7% in M&S (Figure 5a). In the various seasons,
the proportions fluctuated between 89.5% (JJA) and 97.7% (DJF) in BOH and between 90.5%
(JJA) and 97.7% (DJF) in M&S. The proportions of the anticyclonic types in the precipitation
totals were negligible except for type Wal in JJA (7.9% in BOH and 7.4% in M&S), while in
MAM and SON, the proportion was lower than 2%.
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the CHMI (a) and objective (b) classifications in the overall precipitation totals in Bohemia (BOH)
and Moravia and Silesia (M&S) during the 1961–2020 period.
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In terms of the proportions of the individual circulation types in the annual totals
(Figure 6a), the highest values were observed for types Wc and B, exhibiting notable
seasonality. Type Wc attained the highest precipitation proportion in DJF (26.9% in BOH
and 21.8% in M&S), representing the highest seasonal value among the individual types
and the largest difference between these two regions. In the three remaining seasons, type
B exhibited the highest proportions, which were higher in M&S than those in BOH (with
the largest difference in MAM: 21.6% in M&S and 17.0% in BOH). Statistically significant
differences in the proportions of the individual types between these two regions throughout
the year were detected for types Wc, Wcs, and SWc1 (larger proportions in BOH) and for
types NEc, Ec, and B (larger proportions in M&S). Type C was remarkable based on the
determined statistically significant differences in favor of M&S in DJF and in favor of BOH
in JJA.
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Regarding the objective classification, the group of directional types dominated the
precipitation proportions in both regions, producing 44.7% of the precipitation totals an-
nually, while the less frequent cyclonic types achieved 34.7% in BOH and 36.1% in M&S
(Figure 5b). The most frequent anticyclonic types achieved only 18.0% of the precipitation
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totals in BOH and 16.6% in M&S. A similar situation was also observed during the individ-
ual seasons except MAM, in which the cyclonic types dominated (46.0% in BOH and 47.4%
in M&S). In the three remaining seasons, the proportions of the directional types were the
highest, with a maximum in DJF (58.3% and 55.2%, respectively) and a minimum in JJA
(38.6% and 41.3%).

In regard to the proportions of the individual types in the annual precipitation totals
(Figure 6b), type W attained the highest values, with 13.5% in BOH and 12.1% in M&S. The
seasonal maximum value for this type reached 25.0% (DJF) and 20.8% (SON) in BOH. In
MAM, type C attained the highest proportions (13.0% in BOH and 11.8% in M&S). This
type also exhibited the highest proportion in JJA in BOH (8.9%), while in M&S, type N
achieved the highest proportion (9.9%). Statistically significant annual differences in the
proportions of the individual types were detected for types ASW, AW, S, SW, and W (higher
proportions in BOH) and for types AN, NE, CN, CNE, N, and NE (higher proportions in
M&S). This indicated the importance of types with a southwestern airflow for precipitation
in BOH and those with a northeastern airflow in M&S. Among the directional types,
which are strongly connected to the airflow direction, the main contrast between these
two regions was observed along the west–east axis in DJF (types W, NW, NE, E, and SE
exhibited significant differences between BOH and M&S), but this difference was shifted
more towards the north–south axis in JJA (types S, SW, N, and NE). Type C behaved
similarly to the corresponding type under the CHMI classification.

3.3. Mean Daily Precipitation of the Circulation Types

According to the CHMI classification, the mean daily precipitation total for the cyclonic
types reached 2.6 mm in BOH and 2.7 mm in M&S (Figure 7a), while for the anticyclonic
types, the total amount reached only 0.3 mm. In the various seasons, the mean totals
for the cyclonic types fluctuated between 1.7 mm (DJF) and 3.6 mm (JJA) in BOH and
between 1.8 mm (DJF) and 3.7 mm (JJA) in M&S. The mean daily totals for the individual
anticyclonic types remained below 0.5 mm (except for type Wal with mean totals ranging
from 1.0–2.0 mm).
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Type C attained the highest daily totals throughout the year, at 4.7 mm in BOH and
4.5 mm in M&S (Figure 8a). The NWc, Wcs, Wc, and Vfz types exhibited the highest DJF
mean daily totals in BOH, while in the other three seasons, type C dominated, followed
mainly by types B, Bp, Vfz, and westerly cyclonic types. In M&S, type C attained the
highest values in all seasons except MAM, when it was narrowly surpassed by type B. In
addition to types B and Bp, types NEc and Ec attained high precipitation totals in JJA and
SON, while westerly cyclonic types did so in DJF. Statistically significant annual differences
in the mean daily precipitation totals between these two regions were detected only for
the NEc type (higher totals in M&S), but in the individual seasons, statistically significant
differences occurred for multiple types, particularly for the Wc type in DJF, MAM, and
SON (higher in BOH) and the NEc type in MAM and JJA (higher totals in M&S).
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Regarding the objective classification, the group of cyclonic types achieved the highest
mean daily totals throughout the year (3.8 mm in BOH and 4.1 mm in M&S) and in all
seasons except DJF, when the unclassified type U attained almost the same value in M&S
(Figure 7b). The directional circulation types exhibited lower means (2.0 mm in BOH and
2.2 mm in M&S annually), with the values reaching roughly half of daily totals for the
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cyclonic types in all seasons, except in DJF when the totals for the directional types were
closer to those for the cyclonic types. The anticyclonic types yielded mean daily totals of
approximately 1.0 mm in JJA and approximately 0.5 mm in the remaining seasons.

In terms of the mean daily totals for the individual types (Figure 8b), type C exhibited
the highest annual value of 5.0 mm in BOH, and type CNE attained the highest annual
value of 5.9 mm in M&S. Both types also dominated in all seasons with a few exceptions.
The highest means in DJF were achieved for types W, NW, and CNW in BOH, while in JJA,
the CNE type was supplemented by the CN type in M&S. Statistically significant annual
differences in the mean daily totals were detected for type S (larger differences in BOH)
and for types CN, CNE, N, and NE (larger differences in M&S). Among the directional
types, the significant differences detected for types NE, W, and NW in DJF and for types
N, NE, S, and SW in JJA confirmed the importance of the southwest/northeast axes, as
reported in Section 3.2.

3.4. Precipitation Probability of the Circulation Types

The probabilities of days with precipitation totals ≥1.0 mm under the cyclonic types
according to the CHMI classification reached 57.3% in BOH and 54.4% in M&S (Figure 9a),
while under the anticyclonic types, the values were only 7.4% and 6.1%, respectively. In the
various seasons, the precipitation probability under the cyclonic types fluctuated between
47.6% (DJF) and 67.4% (JJA) in BOH and between 45.9% (DJF) and 64.1% (JJA) in M&S. The
precipitation probability for the individual anticyclonic types was lower than 20%, except
for the Wal type, ranging from 22.7 to 45.2% (Figure 10a). In BOH, the highest annual
precipitation probability was observed for the Wcs type (72.9%), while in M&S, the highest
probability was observed for the C type (67.1%). The precipitation probability in DJF was
the highest for the NWc type in both regions (though closely followed by types Wc and
Wcs in BOH). Agreement between these two regions was also observed for the C type in
JJA and the Wcs type in SON. Type Wcs also attained the highest precipitation probability
during MAM in BOH, while type C dominated in M&S. The differences in the precipitation
probability were the most distinct in JJA for the SWc1 and SWc2 types (higher by 19.8%
and 13.0% in BOH) and for the NEc type (higher by 18.5% in M&S).
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and SON: September–November) probabilities of days with precipitation totals ≥ 1.0 mm for the
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icant differences at the 0.05 significance level are denoted in bold type. The values are highlighted by
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The group of cyclonic types under the objective classification attained the highest
precipitation probability throughout the year (70.5% in BOH and 66.7% in M&S) and in all
seasons (Figure 9b). Not considering the unclassified U type, the directional types attained
the second highest annual precipitation probability (47.1% in BOH and 46.6% in M&S),
while for the anticyclonic types, the precipitation probability reached only 18.2% and 17.7%,
respectively. Among the individual circulation types, maximum values were achieved
for the CNW type (83.6%) in BOH and for the CNE type (77.7%) in M&S. The differences
between BOH and M&S were the most notable for the directional types, confirming the
reported southwest/northeast contrast between BOH and M&S (Figure 10b). The majority
of the differences in precipitation probability among the individual circulation types was
statistically significant. The largest annual differences occurred for the SW, CW, and S types
(higher probabilities in BOH) and for the N, NE, and AN types (higher probabilities in
M&S). In the individual seasons, the largest differences in favor of BOH occurred in JJA,
with maximum values of 26.2% (type S), 22.3% (type CS), and 21.5% (type SW). The largest
differences in favor of M&S occurred in SON, with maximum values of 18.6% (type N) and
15.7% (type NE).
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3.5. Spatial Distribution of Precipitation

To reveal the differences in the spatial distribution of the mean daily precipitation
totals between BOH and M&S for the individual circulation types, those with the largest
positive and negative differences between both regions throughout the year and in the four
seasons under both classifications were selected (Table 1; Figures 11 and 12).

Table 1. Circulation types under the CHMI and objective classifications with the largest positive and negative differences
(Dif) in the mean daily precipitation totals between Bohemia (BOH) and Moravia and Silesia (M&S) and anomalies
(Anom) in the mean daily totals for a given type in regard to the corresponding overall annual (Ann) and seasonal (DJF:
December–February; MAM: March–May; JJA: June–August; and SON: September–November) means from 1961–2020.

Period

CHMI Classification Objective Classification

Type
Mean (mm) Anom (mm)

Type
Mean (mm) Anom (mm)

BOH M&S Dif BOH M&S BOH M&S Dif BOH M&S

Ann
Wc 2.7 2.2 0.5 0.9 0.3 SW 2.4 1.9 0.5 0.6 0.1
NEc 1.9 2.8 –0.9 0.0 0.9 CN 4.4 5.6 –1.4 2.5 3.8

DJF
Wc 2.8 2.1 0.7 1.4 0.8 CW 2.8 2.1 0.8 1.4 0.7
C 1.8 2.8 –1.0 0.3 1.5 CNE 2.1 3.2 –1.1 0.7 1.8

MAM
Wc 2.6 2.0 0.6 0.9 0.3 AS 0.8 0.3 0.5 –0.9 –1.4
B 2.8 3.7 –0.9 1.1 1.9 CNE 3.6 4.6 –1.0 1.9 2.8

JJA
C 7.5 6.6 0.9 4.9 3.9 CS 5.0 3.3 1.7 2.3 0.6

NEc 2.6 4.1 –1.5 0.0 1.4 N 3.3 5.4 –2.1 0.7 2.7

SON
Wcs 3.4 2.6 0.8 1.8 0.9 NW 2.7 2.3 0.4 1.1 0.6
NEc 1.6 2.8 –1.2 0.0 1.1 CNE 4.3 6.8 –2.5 2.7 5.2
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there occurred a higher anomaly in DJF in general, and negative values were only detected 
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Figure 12. Anomalies of the annual and seasonal daily mean precipitation (the 1961–2020 reference
period) for the circulation types under the objective classification with the largest difference in the
daily mean precipitation favoring BOH (left column) and M&S (right column). Included types: SW,
directional southwestern; CN, cyclonic northern; CW, cyclonic western; CNE, cyclonic northeastern;
AS, anticyclonic southern; N, directional northern; NW, directional northwestern.
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Concerning the circulation types under the CHMI classification (Figure 11), type
Wc caused the highest annual precipitation anomaly in the mountains in northern and
southwestern BOH (please refer to Figure 1a for the physical geography of the Czech
Republic), and the lowest anomaly was observed in the leeward areas with respect to the
western airflow, especially in northeastern M&S. In contrast, the NEc type produced the
highest anomalies, largely in the mountains in northern and northeastern M&S, while large
areas with negative anomalies were observed in western and northwestern BOH.

Type Wc exhibited the largest differences in the mean daily totals in favor of BOH in
DJF and MAM with a similar spatial distribution to that throughout the year, although
there occurred a higher anomaly in DJF in general, and negative values were only detected
in a small area (Figure 11). In addition, the NEc type caused the largest difference in
favor of M&S in JJA and SON with a similar distribution to the annual distribution, but
with a higher west–east gradient in JJA. Type C revealed different patterns of the spatial
distribution between the two parts of the Czech Republic. In DJF, a much higher anomaly
occurred in M&S with a more homogeneous spatial distribution, and the lowest anomalies
were observed in the mountains and western part of BOH. In contrast, type C transported
more precipitation to BOH in JJA, with the lowest anomalies observed in the lowlands
of M&S. Slight effects of the orography occurred for type B in MAM, favoring the daily
totals in M&S, producing above-mean totals across the entire Czech Republic, but an
increasing west–east precipitation gradient was generated. The Wcs type, causing the
largest difference in favor of BOH during SON, exhibited a very similar spatial distribution
to that of the Wc type but with slightly higher values of the anomalies.

Among the circulation types under the objective classification (Figure 12), the SW
type, producing above-mean annual totals across BOH, exhibited the highest anomalies
near the western and northern borders, while the lowest negative anomalies occurred
in northeastern M&S. The CN type, with generally much higher annual anomalies in
M&S, exhibited the lowest anomalies in the leeward parts of the mountains along the
northwestern border of BOH, while the highest anomalies occurred in windward mountain
ranges and in the lowlands of eastern M&S.

Four circulation types favored BOH over M&S in the individual seasons (Figure 12).
In DJF, the CW type exhibited positive precipitation anomalies everywhere except in
southern M&S with around-mean values. The anomalies were the highest in the windward
mountain areas of BOH and slightly lower in the mountains of M&S. In MAM, the AS
type yielded below-mean totals everywhere except certain areas in western BOH. The
lowest anomalies occurred in northeastern M&S. In JJA, the CS type exhibited relatively
evenly distributed and notably above-mean totals across BOH, while the lower anomalies
detected in M&S indicated local maxima in the central part and negative anomalies in
northeastern areas, located leeward of the southern airflow. In SON, the NW type exhibited
good orographic effects characterized by the lowest anomalies near zero in the lowlands of
M&S and the highest anomalies in the northern mountains of BOH.

Among the individual seasons, the most remarkable circulation type was the CNE
type, favoring M&S (Figure 12). In DJF, this type contributed to the highest anomalies
in both eastern and northeastern M&S but with comparable values in south BOH, while
negative anomalies occurred in the northern and western parts of BOH. A similar spatial
distribution also occurred in MAM, but the anomalies were generally higher, and the
orographic gradients were lower, with around-mean precipitation totals at the western
edge of BOH but above-mean totals elsewhere. An analogous pattern also characterized
the daily precipitation for this type in SON, but the anomalies detected in eastern M&S
were even higher. Only in JJA did type N dominate, indicating the most distinct west–east
gradient with below-mean daily totals in western BOH and extremely high anomalies in
the mountains and lowlands of the northern and northeastern part of M&S.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison of the Subjective and Objective Classifications

To identify coinciding circulation types between the two classifications used, the daily
occurrence of the groups of anticyclonic and cyclonic types under the CHMI classification
was compared to that of the group of circulation types under the objective classification
(Table 2). Based on 7505 days with anticyclonic types under the CHMI classification, more
than two-thirds of these days (70.7%) agreed with the anticyclonic types under the objective
classification, while one-quarter of these days (25.0%) was classified as directional types.
More days characterized by cyclonic types under the CHMI classification (14,393 days,
i.e., 65.7% of all days during the 1961–2020 period) were split particularly into directional
types (44.9%), followed by anticyclonic (29.2%) and cyclonic (24.0%) types under the
objective classification. In contrast, the vast majority of days characterized by cyclonic types
(93.4%) under the objective classification was also characterized by cyclonic types under
the CHMI classification. Concerning the directional types, 77.5% of the corresponding
days agreed with days characterized by cyclonic types under the CHMI classification. The
most remarkable phenomenon was the division of days characterized by anticyclonic types
under the objective classification into days characterized by anticyclonic types (55.8%) and
cyclonic types (44.2%) under the CHMI classification.

Table 2. Relative agreement (%) in frequencies of the occurrence of the anticyclonic, cyclonic, directional, and unclassified
types under the objective classification during the occurrence of the anticyclonic and cyclonic types under the CHMI
classification (a) and vice versa (b) in the 1961–2020 period.

CHMI Classification Types

Objective Classification Types

Anticyclonic Cyclonic Directional Unclassified

a b a b a b a b

anticyclonic 70.7 55.8 3.2 6.6 25.0 22.5 1.1 22.9
cyclonic 29.2 44.2 24.0 93.4 44.9 77.5 1.9 77.1

Considering the schematic maps of the individual circulation types (Figures A1 and A2),
many of the CHMI cyclonic types exhibited a mean SLP field very similar to that of a
corresponding directional type, e.g., NEc vs. NE or NWc vs. NW. However, this similarity
could be misleading because only 44.9% of the days characterized by CHMI cyclonic
types coincided with the directional types (Table 2). Considering the individual types, the
coincidence was even lower. For example, in terms of the CHMI NEc type, only 25.2% of
the corresponding days were classified as the NE type under the objective classification
(Figure 13a) and in the case of NWc type, 25.2% of the corresponding days were classified as
the NW type under the objective classification. This suggests that the similarity in the mean
SLP field between the CHMI-based cyclonic and objective classification-based directional
types was partially the result of the broad definition of the CHMI-based cyclonic types.
This included those days classified into any of the groups under the objective classification,
which averaged the SLP field for the CHMI-based cyclonic types with similar compositions
to those of a much smaller group of days characterized by the objective classification-based
directional types. As presented in Sections 3.2–3.4, the CHMI approach allowed us to
divide all types into two groups of precipitation-rich (the cyclonic and Wal types) and
precipitation-poor circulation types (the remaining anticyclonic types). This was achieved
by classifying every situation with a frontal system reaching the Czech Republic as a
cyclonic circulation system, even when an anticyclone center was located closer to the
Czech Republic than was a cyclone center and the isobars were convex in the area. This
raises the question whether this approach overly categorizes different synoptic situations
into one circulation type. The differences between low-, moderate-, and high-precipitation
situations cannot be considered.
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Concerning the individual types under the CHMI classification, a few types did not
follow the basic scheme of the airflow direction and (anti)cyclonality. Type Wal (the summer
variant of the western anticyclonic type) was the only precipitation-rich anticyclonic type,
occurring only in the summer half-year (April–September), with a higher occurrence
frequency only in JJA (11.0%, Figure 4). In 23.5% of all cases, the Wal type coincided
with the A type under the objective classification, while in 12.2% of all cases, it coincided
with the ANW type, and in 11.7% of all cases, it coincided with the AW type (Figure 13a).
This corresponds to a mean SLP map (Figure A1) with a higher-pressure area near the
Czech Republic but with the anticyclone center located more to the west. One reason for
the high precipitation totals under this anticyclonic type entails the frequent convective
activities when a more humid airflow stemming from the west is combined with higher
temperatures, typical of the anticyclonic types in JJA.

The other specific CHMI types, type B (trough over Central Europe) and type Bp
(travelling trough), typically included situations with a higher pressure both east and
west of Central Europe and a low-pressure trough across Central Europe. Both types
jointly contributed to 25.4% of the precipitation totals in BOH and 28.8% in M&S (Figure 6).
An absence of comparable types under the objective classification could be considered a
flaw. In contrast, the variability in situations classified as either type B or Bp was very
high, including those with a cyclone located north (more frequent) and south of the Czech
Republic. The high variability in objective classification-based circulation types coinciding
with types B and Bp (Figure 13a) indicated that these types were not delimited as very
homogenous types. This agrees with James [22], who found systematic differences between
the objective and original GWL Hess–Brezowsky series. While the original series was
strongly focused on Central Europe and attained a certain level of subjectivity, the objective
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series viewed regimes on a larger spatial scale. Similarly, the CHMI classification also
included very locally specific types, in contrast to the objective classification.

The CHMI Cv type (upper cyclone) is the only type considering pressure systems
in the upper layers of the troposphere. This occurs most often during eastern airflows
(the highest coincidence was observed with types E, A, NE, and SE under the objective
classification, as shown in Figure 13a). This helped to eliminate precipitation-rich situations
from the group of anticyclonic types under the CHMI classification. However, only one
circulation type was defined based on pressure systems in the upper layers, while the
remaining classification only relied on the SLP field composition, which could be considered
a nonsystematic classification approach.

Contrary to the CHMI classification, the types under the objective classification were
more evenly distributed into groups. The cyclonic types occurred less frequently than did
the anticyclonic and directional types because only situations with a cyclone located very
close to the territory of the Czech Republic were included (Figure A2), which happened
less frequently. The individual types were defined systematically by an algorithm, thereby
leaving 1.6% as the unclassified U type in cases when both the airflow strength and
vorticity were very low [46]. This occurred most often in JJA (3.6%), which was related
to the generally lower-pressure gradients during this period. Type U mostly included
situations with very indistinct SLP fields (as shown in Figure A2). However, in 77.1% of
all cases, this type coincided with the CHMI cyclonic types, often types with less distinct
mean SLP fields (types B, Vfz, and SWc3; Figure A1), and with the Wal type (Figure 13b).
This explains why type U attained quite high mean daily precipitation totals (Section 3.3).

While the objective classification, which relied on an algorithm to calculate relevant
parameters based on SLP fields, guaranteed consistency throughout the entire 60-year
period, under the CHMI classification, this was more difficult. This classification was de-
veloped with the traditional subjective approach involving synoptic situation assessments
by several generations of synoptic meteorologists under possible shifts in classification
procedures and without retrospective reclassification of the whole period. Considering the
1961–2020 period, for example, disputable behavior was observed between two couples of
similar circulation types (Figure 14). Type A (anticyclone over Central Europe) exhibited a
statistically significant decreasing linear trend (according to a t-test at the 0.05 significance
level) of −3.8 days/10 years during this period, while type Ap (travelling anticyclone)
attained a statistically significant increasing trend of 4.3 days/10 years. Similarly, type
B exhibited a decreasing linear trend of −1.9 days/10 years, while type Bp attained a
statistically significant increasing trend of 5.1 days/10 years. Because the only difference
between these couples involved whether the related pressure system was labelled as a
travelling system, it could not be excluded that this occurred due to the inconsistency
in classification between these types. Although our study did not identify any serious
problems, this aspect should be considered when applying the CHMI types to calculate
long-term trends in circulation patterns.

4.2. Precipitation Differences between Bohemia and Moravia and Silesia

As mentioned by Brázdil et al. [52], the variability in precipitation totals across the
territory of the Czech Republic is influenced by a number of meteorological and physical–
geographical factors. In the first group of factors, the pathways of weather systems (highs,
lows, and fronts), origin of the air-mass inflow (the Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean, or
Eurasia) and type of precipitation (continuous rain or intermittent showers) are worthy of
particular consideration. In the second group, the location of a given place with respect to
the airflow and the orography (altitude, leeward and windward effects) are particularly
important. More consistent circulation effects with prevailing stratiform precipitation
occurred in months of the winter half-year, while in months of the summer half-year,
less stable circulation and a higher proportion of convective precipitation were typical.
According to Rulfová et al. [53], stratiform precipitation predominates over convective
precipitation in the Czech Republic in all seasons except JJA. Moreover, the totals of
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stratiform precipitation typically increase with increasing altitude at a far higher rate than
do the totals of convective precipitation in nearly all seasons.
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Comparing the precipitation in BOH and M&S during the 1961–2020 period, a slightly
higher precipitation continentality was observed based on the index of precipitation sea-
sonality proposed by Markham [54], namely, 17.6% in BOH and 20.1% in M&S. However,
the percentage seasonal differences in their annual totals were relatively negligible (0.4% in
MAM and 0.3% in JJA in favor of M&S, and 0.2% in SON in favor of BOH). Only the DJF
totals were 1.4% higher in BOH than those in M&S.

According to the objective classification, the main precipitation differences between
BOH and M&S were primarily evident along the west–east axis in DJF, shifting more
towards the north–south axis in JJA. This is documented by the precipitation characteristics
provided in Sections 3.2–3.4, with the most distinct differences found in the case of the
directional types. This shift could be related to the more frequent zonal circulation in
DJF [37]. Statistically significant differences between BOH and M&S were more frequently
detected for the circulation types under the objective classification than for those under the
CHMI classification, which is generally less focused on the airflow direction. Precipitation
under the CHMI types with the largest differences often revealed similar spatial distribution
patterns to those exhibited by the types under the objective classification (Section 3.5). The
mountain areas exhibited the largest precipitation deviations, but their leeward effects
on the large mid-lowland areas were often even more important in terms of the overall
precipitation totals in BOH or M&S. Despite the differences between these two regions, the
spatial distribution can be more complicated in the neighboring areas. This suggests that
the lowland–mountain gradient partially coincides with the western–eastern gradient and
reduces the overall BOH–M&S differences.
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An unusual pattern was observed for type C (cyclone over Central Europe) under
both classifications, causing much higher totals in M&S during DJF and much higher totals
in BOH during JJA. This could be explained by the humidity of the transported air masses.
In DJF, Mediterranean air masses carried by a cyclonic system were wetter than those
originating from the Atlantic Ocean. The opposite situation occurred in JJA. In the case of
cyclones travelling across the territory of the Czech Republic, a frontal boundary between
these two air masses was often located over the Czech Republic. Changes in the spatial
distribution of precipitation between the seasons also occurred for the other circulation
types but were not as pronounced as those for type C.

5. Conclusions

The results of precipitation analysis in the eastern and western parts of the Czech
Republic in regard to the subjective and objective classifications of circulation types during
the 1961–2020 period can be summarized as follows:

(i) The highest precipitation proportions were observed for types Wc and B under the
CHMI classification and for types W and SW under the objective classification. All of these
types exhibited a strong seasonality. Statistically significant differences in the precipitation
proportions between BOH and M&S were more frequently detected for the circulation
types under the objective classification than for those under the CHMI classification.

(ii) According to the CHMI classification, the mean daily precipitation totals were the
highest for type C in both regions. Under the objective classification, this applied only to
BOH, while the CNE type was the most important in M&S.

(iii) The probability of days with daily precipitation totals ≥ 1.0 mm was the highest
for type C under the CHMI classification, while under the objective classification, the
probabilities were the highest for the CNW type in BOH and the CNE type in M&S.

(iv) The main precipitation differences between BOH and M&S occurred on the
west–east axis during DJF but were shifted more towards the north–south axis during
JJA. Generally, the types with a southwestern airflow transported more precipitation to
BOH, while those with a northeastern airflow transported more precipitation to M&S. This
pattern was more distinct under the objective classification, while the CHMI classification
further suggested specific (locally focused) types with a trough in Central Europe, causing
more precipitation in M&S than in BOH.

(v) The windward/leeward effects in the mountain areas were prominent in deter-
mining the spatial distribution of precipitation for the individual circulation types, causing
most of the difference between BOH and M&S.

(vi) The CHMI classification suitably distinguished precipitation-rich and precipitation-
poor types but did not distinguish these types in detail according to the position of pressure
systems and did not sufficiently capture the effect of the airflow direction on precipitation.
Because of concerns regarding the consistency of the classification process, the CHMI
classification seems to be less suitable for the study of long-term changes in circulation
patterns. The circulation types under the objective classification, divided into three groups,
are structured more clearly and consistently to suitably express the effects of the airflow
direction on precipitation. However, the objective classification does not define specific,
locally focused circulation types.
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Figure A1. Mean SLP fields for the 25 circulation types under the CHMI classification [31,49] created 
for the 1961–2020 period. Types: C, cyclone over Central Europe; Nc, north cyclonic; NEc, northeast 
cyclonic; Ec, east cyclonic; SEc, southeast cyclonic; SWc1, southwest cyclonic of the 1st type; SWc2, 
southwest cyclonic of the 2nd type; SWc3, southwest cyclonic of the 3rd type; Wc, west cyclonic; 
Wcs, west cyclonic with southern pathway; NWc, northwest cyclonic; B, trough over Central 
Europe; Bp, travelling trough; Vfz, entry of the frontal zone; Cv, upper cyclone; NEa, northeast 
anticyclonic; Ea, east anticyclonic; SEa, southeast anticyclonic; Sa, south anticyclonic; SWa, 
southwest anticyclonic; Wa, west anticyclonic; Wal, west anticyclonic of summer type; NWa, 
northwest anticyclonic; A, anticyclone over Central Europe; Ap, travelling anticyclone. 

Figure A1. Mean SLP fields for the 25 circulation types under the CHMI classification [31,49] created
for the 1961–2020 period. Types: C, cyclone over Central Europe; Nc, north cyclonic; NEc, northeast
cyclonic; Ec, east cyclonic; SEc, southeast cyclonic; SWc1, southwest cyclonic of the 1st type; SWc2,
southwest cyclonic of the 2nd type; SWc3, southwest cyclonic of the 3rd type; Wc, west cyclonic; Wcs,
west cyclonic with southern pathway; NWc, northwest cyclonic; B, trough over Central Europe; Bp,
travelling trough; Vfz, entry of the frontal zone; Cv, upper cyclone; NEa, northeast anticyclonic; Ea,
east anticyclonic; SEa, southeast anticyclonic; Sa, south anticyclonic; SWa, southwest anticyclonic;
Wa, west anticyclonic; Wal, west anticyclonic of summer type; NWa, northwest anticyclonic; A,
anticyclone over Central Europe; Ap, travelling anticyclone.
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geographic midpoint of the Czech Republic—red point) created for the 1961–2020 period. Types: A, 
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AW, anticyclonic western; ANW, anticyclonic northwestern; C, centered cyclone; CN, cyclonic 
northern; CNE, cyclonic northeastern; CE, cyclonic eastern; CSE, cyclonic southeastern; CS, cyclonic 
southern; CSW, cyclonic southwestern; CW, cyclonic western; CNW, cyclonic northwestern; N, 
directional northern; NE, directional northeastern; E, directional eastern; SE, directional 
southeastern; S, directional southern; SW, directional southwestern; W, directional western; NW, 
directional northwestern; U, unclassified. 

  

Figure A2. Mean SLP fields for the 27 objectively derived circulation types (centered on the geo-
graphic midpoint of the Czech Republic—red point) created for the 1961–2020 period. Types: A,
centered anticyclone; AN, anticyclonic northern; ANE, anticyclonic northeastern; AE, anticyclonic
eastern; ASE, anticyclonic southeastern; AS, anticyclonic southern; ASW, anticyclonic southwest-
ern; AW, anticyclonic western; ANW, anticyclonic northwestern; C, centered cyclone; CN, cyclonic
northern; CNE, cyclonic northeastern; CE, cyclonic eastern; CSE, cyclonic southeastern; CS, cyclonic
southern; CSW, cyclonic southwestern; CW, cyclonic western; CNW, cyclonic northwestern; N,
directional northern; NE, directional northeastern; E, directional eastern; SE, directional southeast-
ern; S, directional southern; SW, directional southwestern; W, directional western; NW, directional
northwestern; U, unclassified.
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